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is a true Time Strategy Video Game developed by Intelligent Games and published by Westwood Studios in 1998 for Microsoft Windows. Westwood Games has won six GameSpot awards and has been voted the
best Arkanoid of all time by gamers. 3D first person shooter from third person. The game uses 3D engines such as Unreal Engine 2 and Unreal 3D Engine. According to the plot, the game is dedicated to Joseon (a
kingdom that existed in Korea in the 17th century), as a time when the army consisted of archers, and during this time, teams of players from several people had to not only repel enemy attacks, but also perform

various tasks (first turn, shoot accurately from a bow), which forced the players to work as a team. 1. Pumpkinhead zombies that can be destroyed. By shooting at the team in turn, you can kill all the zombies,
protecting your team, and also spend points. 2. A very high level of difficulty, in which it is impossible to open the door, and doors can only be opened outside the labyrinth. If someone even scratches the door,

things get even more complicated. 4. The ability to escape from the labyrinth - by clicking on the gear on the right, we get into much more complex and lengthy corridors, while, of course, you can break the door,
but this can lead to the death of the team. To remind you how to play Minecraft, we invite you to watch a video review of the game that will help you master this interesting strategy. The multiplayer version of

Minecore was released in 2000 and remained in alpha testing until 2009. After the developers released an improved version of MKS, which was available on Steam with restrictions on the available content - you
could only get free bonuses (game elements, resources, mini-game cards), or only games for two. Mine Core was developed in English, but a German version of MineCore was later released. If you want to play this
game in Russian, then you should download Mine Core RTS in Russian from minecraft-ratings.ru. Minecore can be played with your computer or played online. A certain amount of time is given for the passage -

depending on the complexity of the game, and you can buy new weapons and armor to develop your character. The original version of MineCooldown was released
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